
Anyone who requires their truth be given by
talking heads in a box... then this is the
vaccine video for you.

" Global Eugenics: Using Medicine To Kill (2010)"

https://youtu.be/duote2aaXWA

In this video there are no conspiracies, no opinions, no exaggerations... merely 2 hours of
mainstream network news reports spanning many years of vaccine injuries, deaths,
contamination's, and corruptions.

The question of vaccine safety is not a new topic, it is as old as vaccines. Perhaps the reason it
feels new is people never had a platform like the internet to compile their experiences regarding
vaccine injuries. For decades doctors and officials told parents and patients there was no chance
vaccines were the cause, made them feel stupid or crazy for asking so why or how would they
look into it independently until the internet. And even then its been so taboo it took time to
accumulate and gain traction. Now we are entering a period of forced vaccinations by gun point.
The topic cannot be ignored, and looking at it historically it would appear obvious... have they
ever been safe?

This video is great for those questioning themselves or to share with those promoting vaccines
because the talking heads in their tv tells them its a-ok. Well if it is only through talking heads
that they can form an opinion then share with them this video of talking head after talking head
reporting on the devastation vaccines can, have, and will cause. Also we should ask why they
same exact news networks seem to have forgotten their own reporting on the topic. Now its all
"absolutely safe" "no doubts" "proven safe" but not long ago they reported the exact opposite.
Network News Amnesia?

https://youtu.be/duote2aaXWA
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